Over 125 Years of Industrial Lubricant Experience in Every Can

Barracuda™ Triple Action Lubricant is the latest in a long line of superior-performing products for professional use. Way back in 1890, we were founded as the Phoenix Oil Company and we made axle grease, belt dressing and lubricants to help power the industrial revolution. We developed and marketed Murphy Oil Soap for generations prior to selling the brand to Colgate-Palmolive. Today, our sophisticated R&D facility continues to find innovative lubricants for industry.

Innovation in Industrial Lubricants

Universally Approved Tire Mounting Lubricants
Murphy's concentrated tire mounting lubricants are approved for use by all major tire manufacturers worldwide. With maximum lubricity and strict quality control, they provide superior performance for bead packing, consumer tire mounting, high-performing tires and motorcycle tire mounting.

The World's Most-Trusted Pipe Lubricants
Our Phoenix™ brand of products is the industry's best-known and most trusted line of pipe joint lubricants. There is a Phoenix lubricant to meet any specification for water dispersible, subaqueous, or water soluble pipe lubricant applications. JTM Products can also develop custom formulations to meet special applications, situations or standards.

Innovation in Metalworking Fluids
JTM manufactures an extensive collection of machining fluids. Our emphasis on operator comfort and safety along with solid technical service has won us many enthusiastic customers. KOOLRite™ Long Life Coolants and SynMAX™ Ultimate Coolants, both utilizing JTM's unique BioArmor® technology, prolong sump life while maximizing machine performance. Lube Rite Industrial Fluids include way oils, hydraulic fluids and industrial gear oils to keep industrial machines running smoothly.

Industrial Soaps & Specialty Lubricants
In addition to manufacturing specialty soaps and lubricants for the industry, JTM also formulates and custom blends many biodegradable soaps and lubricants for our customers' private label use.

© 2019 JTM Products, Inc.
Renewable. Biodegradable. KOOLRite, Phoenix and SynMAX are trademarks of JTM Products, Inc. Murphy Oil Soap is a registered trademark of Colgate-Palmolive Company.
Barracuda™ Triple Action Lubricant is a breakthrough multi-use product intended for shop or factory applications. Its proprietary formulation delivers superior “bolt-busting” penetrating performance on seized fasteners while also providing excellent cleaning and protection for metal surfaces.

Applications
- Loosens frozen pipe joints, nuts, bolts, screws, clamps, etc.
- Lubricates hinges, slide mechanisms, bearings, gauges, etc.
- Stamps and blanks, light to medium gauge aluminum or steel coil/sheetstock.
- Rustproofs machine tables, bushings, machine/hand tools, gun barrels, farm implements, and any area susceptible to corrosion or high humidity.
- Displaces moisture from motors, pumps, wires, and switches.
- Cleans off rust and light oils from machine beds, chucks, ways, gears, threaded holes and internal machine parts.

**Penetrates**

Barracuda Triple Action Lubricant penetrates rust and breaks-free seized fasteners better than the leading consumer penetrant...and keeps them from quickly re-seizing.

Its unique chemistry works quickly, attracting it to the metal to break loose even the most corroded bolts. You’ll spend less time waiting for it to work, freeing time to fix what needs fixed.

**Cleans**

Barracuda Triple Action Lubricant quickly removes grease, grime and rust. Caked-on gunk is removed without harsh solvents or the over-powering odor of other products. Non-staining formula provides lubricity without leaving a sticky film.

**Protects**

Laboratory testing* proves the new generation rust inhibitor in Barracuda Triple Action Lubricant delivers the best protection in even the harshest environments. A special water displacement property wicks moisture away from metal surfaces while providing a thin, imperceptible protective film.

Barracuda Triple Action Lubricant is available in:
- 11 oz aerosol cans
- 1 gal (3.79 liter) jugs
- 5 gal (19 liter) pails
- 55 gal (208 liter) drums

* Details of salt spray testing:
  - 56 hours
  - 95°F atmospheric temperature
  - 5.0% salt solution
  - Run on carbon steel, UNS G1008

No Offensive Odor!